A key issue in mobile robot applications involves building a map of the environment to be used by the robot for localization and path planning. In this paper we propose a novel framework for robot map building which is based on principal component regression, a statistical method for extracting low-dimensional dependencies between a set of input and target values. A supervised set of robot positions (inputs) and associated high-dimensional sensor measurements (targets) are assumed. A set of globally uncorrelated features of the original sensor measurements are obtained by applying principal component analysis on the target set.
supervised set of robot positions (inputs) and associated high-dimensional sensor measurements (targets) are assumed. A set of globally uncorrelated features of the original sensor measurements are obtained by applying principal component analysis on the target set.
A parametrized model of the conditional density function of the sensor features given the robot positions is built based on an unbiased estimation procedure that fits interpolants for both the mean and the variance of each feature independently. The simulation results show that the average Bayesian localization error is an increasing function of the principal component index.
estimate of the position of the robot given its sensory inputs, often based on a (learned) relation between position and sensor pattern [2, 9, 13, 121.
Instead of describing the state in the configuration space it is also possible to describe the state in the sensor space: the space spanned by the sensor values or features derived from these [6] . In this case the localization is more straightforward, but the desired state must also be given in the sensor domain.
In both approaches a model has to be made of the sensor data. This introduces a problem. Current sensor technology provides high-dimensional data vectors such as images or range profiles. For an accurate modeling of these data we should need an extremely large set of learning samples. It is therefore essential that the dimensionality of the data is reduced adequately before the modeling step. Feature extraction thereby becomes more and more important in relation with increasing sensor capabilities. An important question now is how to determine the best set of features. Keywords: robot environment modeling, principal component analysis, generalized linear regression, Bayesian inference, unbiased variance prediction, robot localization.
A very general approach to feature extraction is the (non)linear projection of high-dimensional data onto low dimensional subspaces. In a number of robotic applications linear projections (principal component analysis) have been proposed to preprocess image data [8, Useful mobile robots must be able to navigate from their current state toward a desired state. Most often the state of a mobile robot is expressed as a position in the configuration space. However, relying only on the odometry, the robot will not end up accurately at its desired position. Sensors looking at the external world will have to be used for position estimation. Because sensor signals are noisy, a wide variety of probabilistic methods have been developed to obtain a robust In this paper we first introduce a parametrized model of the conditional density function of a set of linear sensor features and show how this model can be used for localization. We then investigate how the localization error depends on the selection of linear features in the model. Our task is to define appropriate regression surfaces that realize a mapping from the robot position to the projected feature space, and then solve those regression lFor visualization purposes we assume throughout that the dimension of the robot workspace is 2, i.e., we ignore the orientation of the robot. It's straightforward to extend our method to 3-dimensional workspaces.
problems based on the supervised data {Xn,yi}, for i = 1,. . . ,q and n = 1,. . . , N (note that each robot position corresponds to one sensor profile, and this profile is projected by PCA to its q features).
Assuming the dimension of the robot workspace is 2, we fit the interpolating 2-D surfaces to the feature space by ordinary least squares [lo] . This implies fitting each feature separately. For a feature y we assume a generalized linear mapping f formed by a set of K fixed two-dimensional Gaussian basis functions & (x) with centers regularly distributed over the workspace and spreads half the distance between neighboring centers so that the functions overlap
k=l where a = [al, . . . ,aKIT are the parameters of the mapping.
The above generalized linear mapping allows for easy computation of the parameter vector a for each feature as we show in the next section. Also, it does not impose severe overhead because the dimension of the robot workspace is small. Alternatively, nonlinear mappings based on sigmoid basis functions (feedforward neural networks) can be used and trained with nonlinear optimization [ 111.
Modeling the full conditional density
For each feature the above mapping f induces a parametrized form of the average E[ylx] of a feature y given a particular position of the robot x. However, a much richer source of information is provided by modeling the full conditional density p(y1x) of the feature given the robot position x.
We model the density p(ylx) of each feature as a univariate Gaussian centered on the parametrized mean f(x) and having variance s(x) also depending on x. Allowing the variance to be a function of the inputs x allows the mapping to be more realistic than assuming equal variances over the workspace, while it also provides a compact, parametrized representation. We can write the conditional density for a feature y as where for the variance we choose a parametrization similar to the means by using a set of M fixed basis
The exponent ensures that the variance is always positive.
From such a parametrized model for the densities of the individual features we can approximate the joint conditional density p(ylx) of the feature vector y given a robot position x as the product of the marginal den- In order to obtain an unbiased estimate of a and b we must apply an iterative two-level procedure [7] .
2Still the approximation can be considered crude. We have recently implemented in our group the more general case of an input-dependent covariance matrix that captures local correlations between features.
3Note that the density p(xn) is independent of the parameters and thus dropped from the definition of the likelihood.
At the first level of inference we assume known miance parameters b and maximize (5) with respect to a. Taking logarithms this is equivalent to minimizing with respect to a the x2 quantity (6) corresponding to a chi-square fitting problem. The optimal parameter vector i is then [lo] 
where y is the N x 1 vector with elements yn = yn/s(xn) and F is the N x K design matrix with ele- 
where p(a) is a problem-dependent prior set on the parameters a, introducing some prior knowledge about the distribution of the a values. For simplicity, we assume here a Gaussian prior with a very large variance, showing no preference for any particular values of a. To facilitate the above integration we expand the x2 function (6) in Taylor X2(a, b) . To compute A we differentiate (6) twice with respect to parameters a k and a1 to get which is also a function of s(xn) and thus of b. Assuming in (8) a Gaussian prior p ( a ) with very large variance and using (9), (6), and (5) the integral (8) becomes Gaussian on the a parameters yielding (ignoring constants)
A = 2FTF (10)
Taking logarithms and maximizing the formula with respect to the variances after some algebra we get 
Robot localization and PCA
The simplest way to regard the problem of robot localization from sensor data is through a Bayesian perspective: the robot's belief about its position at any moment is encoded in a prior probability quantity p(x). When the robot senses a new feature y it computes first the likelihood of the measurement p(y)x) from the parametrized form of the conditional density (2) and then updates its belief according to Bayes' rule where the integral ensures that the new probability quantity integrates to 1. Assuming locally uncorrelated features, the Gaussian assumption for p(ylx) allows us to repeat this procedure for all features in y, leading to updated estimates for the robot's belief.
A measure of 'goodness' of a model for robot localization has been recently proposed in [12] as the average Bayesian localization error when using the model. Assuming the robot is at x* observing y*, the localization error e(x*, y*) after applying the Bayes' rule (15) is computed as where L(x, x*) a loss function between the true x* and the estimated x position, e.g., a linear loss IIx -x*II.
To get an average localization error R we must average the above quantity over all possible x* and y*. The simplest way to do this is by using the empirical distribution of the training set giving rise t o a Bayesian expected loss [l] The smaller this quantity is, the better we expect the robot to localize in real time, thus a model for p(y1x) that gives small R should be considered more appropriate for robot localization than one with large R.
Having defined the Bayesian localization error above in terms of the marginal conditional density p(ylx) of each feature y, it is now interesting to investigate how a linear feature projection method like PCA affects this quantity. The parameters of the conditional density of each feature have already been estimated by the method of Section 5, so it is straightforward to compute the localization error for each individual feature by simply introducing the training data into (18). In the next section we show this dependence for a typical indoor configuration.
Experiments
A series of experiments were carried out using simulated range data from a robot system which was put randomly in a room with obstacles shown in Fig. la . Every datapoint consisted of 360 range measurements over a field of 360 degrees. We obtained datapoints by randomly positioning the robot at about 1000 locations in the room, normalized for the experiments in the range [-1,1] (the orientation was kept fixed). Note that for many real situations it will be difficult to collect so many supervised learning points, but they can be generated from a smaller set of real measurements as in [3] .
We first projected linearly all datapoints onto their eigenspace with the method described in Section 2. With the techniques described in Section 5 we modeled the full conditional density of these projected points given the position of the robot. As an example we show in figure Fig. l We observe that moving along obstacles, which gives discontinuities in the original sensor measurements, results in high noise estimates in the projected space. With our model it is possible to parametrize the noise variance as a function of inputs (dashed line) around the mean (solid line). For visualization purposes a set of measurements obtained nearby the translation line are also shown in the figure. Note how the noise variance estimate is affected when the robot passes near the oval obstacle on the left.
In Fig. IC and Id we show the interpolating surfaces of the parametrized means for the first and the third principal component. We can see that the first principal component varies more with changes in position than the third principal component. This suggests that the first component is a better feature for localization than the third one.
To get a more formal justification of this, we computed the interpolating surfaces for all 360 principal components and then estimated from (18) the localization error that each of them introduces. As shown in Fig. 2 , the localization error is, in general, an increasing function of the principal component index, a property which says that PCA yields linear features with decreasing localization performance.
Conclusions-related work
We presented a method for mobile robot environment modeling that is based on principal component regression, a statistical method for building low-dimensional dependencies of input data and targets when the prediction of the projected data is of interest. We proposed a model for the conditional density of projected features given robot positions, the parametrization of which allows the noise of the data to be spatially varying, a realistic model for mobile robot applications. We described a method that ensures unbiased estimation of the input-dependent noise variance.
An experimental result was also obtained by investigating the relationship between the linear feature extraction method of principal component analysis and the Bayesian localization error described in Section 6.
It turned out that the localization error is an increasing function of the principal component index.
A parametrization of the conditional density p(ylx) similar to ours was proposed in 191. There, the conditional density was defined as a mixture of local Gaussian densities, whose means were linear functions of the robot positions and the variances constant per component. The assumption of linearity, although weaker than our nonlinear parametrization, was justified by the use of a small set of raw proximity sensor measurements which, for planar rooms, exhibit locally linear behavior.
In [3] the method of PCA was used for extracting a small number of linear features from range sensor profiles, while instead of a continuous nonlinear mapping the authors proposed a discretization of both the workspace and the sensor space and then using a tabulated function for modeling their dependencies.
In (2, 131 a separate model for the conditional density was assumed for each cell of the discretized workspace, i.e., a single Gaussian and a mixture of Gaussians, respectively. Finally, in [12] a local conditional density was assumed that was computed by a nearest neighbors approach.
